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Abstract: We describe the participation of the University of Amsterdam’s Intelligent Systems Lab in the relevance feedback track at TREC 2009. Our main conclusion for the relevance feedback track is that a topical diversity approach provides good feedback documents. Further, we find that our relevance feedback algorithm seems to help most when there are sufficient relevant documents available.

1 Introduction

This year, the goal of the Relevance Feedback track is to evaluate how well a system can find good documents to serve as input for the relevance feedback algorithm, as well as the improvement gained by the feedback algorithm itself. There are two phases to the track. In the first phase, systems were to return two ranked lists (with a maximum of 5 documents) for each topic. In the second phase, all participating systems were given their own ranked list and a number of ranked lists from other groups from phase 1 and relevance assessments to perform relevance feedback.

For phase 1 we submitted two distinct runs. The first is based on an approach that attempts to maximize diversity, the second is based on a standard combination of term dependency and pseudo-relevance feedback. For phase 2 we adopt a four-step relevance feedback approach that generates ranked lists of documents for key terms in each judged document. We then combine each of these lists into two rankings (a relevant and a non-relevant one) which we then combine into a final ranking.

In the next section we first introduce our experimental setup. In Sections 3 and 4 we detail our approaches for phase 1 and 2, respectively, and we end with a concluding section.

2 Retrieval Framework

We employ a language modeling approach to IR and rank documents by their log-likelihood of being relevant given a query. Without presenting details here, we only provide our final formula for ranking documents, and refer the reader to (Balog et al., 2008) for the steps of deriving this equation:

$$\log P(D|Q) \propto \log P(D) + \sum_{t \in Q} P(t|\theta_Q) \cdot \log P(t|\theta_D).$$

(1)

Here, both documents and queries are represented as multinomial distributions over terms in the vocabulary, and are referred to as document model ($\theta_D$) and query model ($\theta_Q$), respectively. The third component of our ranking model is the document prior ($P(D)$), which is assumed to be uniform, unless stated otherwise. Note that by using uniform priors, Eq. 1 gives the same ranking as scoring documents by measuring the KL-divergence between the query model $\theta_Q$ and each document model $\theta_D$, in which the divergence is negated for ranking purposes (Lafferty and Zhai, 2001).

2.1 Modeling

Unless indicated otherwise, we smooth each document model using a Dirichlet prior:

$$P(t|\theta_D) = \frac{n(t,D) + \mu P(t)}{\sum_t n(t,D) + \mu},$$

(2)

where $n(t,D)$ indicates the count of term $t$ in $D$ and $P(t)$ indicates the probability of observing $t$ in a large background model such as the collection:

$$P(t) = P(t|C) = \frac{\sum_D n(t,D)}{|C|}.$$

(3)

Here, $\mu$ is a hyperparameter that controls the influence of the background corpus which we set to the average document length.

2.2 ClueWeb

We do not use any form of stemming and remove a conservative list of 588 stopwords. We index the headings, titles, and contents as searchable fields and do not remove any HTML tags. For our submitted runs in phase 1 we used the Category B subset of ClueWeb, while for the runs in phase 2 we used Category A.

3 Phase 1

For the first phase we generated two runs based on different approaches. The first run was inspired by our approach
to the diversity task of this year’s Web track (He et al., 2010), whereas the second run was a standard combination of pseudo-relevance feedback and query modeling.

3.1 Diversity

This run (ilps.1) tries to select documents that reflect different topical facets of a given query for relevance feedback. Intuitively, a query may have different topical facets, where some are relevant while others are non-relevant. From a clustering point of view, a set of documents that are representative for different topical facets would provide more information than documents that all focus on a single topical facet, since we can easily use a “prototypical” model to represent the single-topic set of documents.

For detecting different topical facets of the documents associated with each topic, we run hierarchical clustering on the top 50 documents from an initial retrieval run. For this kind of clustering one needs to pre-define a cut-off threshold that determines the number of clusters. However, in our scenario, we are not interested in getting a perfect clustering of the documents. Instead, we only want to detect the significant topical facets contained in the documents associated with a particular query. We measure the significance of a cluster with two measures: stability and cluster quality. A cluster is stable when it repeatedly occurs given different cut-off thresholds and is of high quality when it results in a high Silhouette value (a measure for the quality of a cluster (Rousseeuw, 1987)). Additionally, in order to prevent outliers from dominating the top ranked clusters, we also take the cluster size into account. We rank the clusters by combining these scores, i.e., the stability, silhouette values, and cluster size, in a heuristic way by multiplying them. We leave other, more elaborate approaches for future work. Once we have obtained a ranked list of clusters, we select the top scoring documents from each cluster as our ranking.

3.2 Pseudo Relevance Feedback

For this run (ilps.2) we apply a standard combination of pseudo relevance feedback and structured query modeling. We first transform each query into a full-dependency query model (Metzler and Croft, 2005). We then perform a retrieval run and select the 10 top-ranked documents. From these documents we generate relevance models (RM-1 (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001)) and keep the 50 terms with the highest probability. We use the expanded query to retrieve our final ranked set of documents.

3.3 Results

Table 1 shows the aggregate score of our submitted runs for phase 1. We observe that ilps.1 is a better source of feedback documents than most other runs, whereas the opposite is true for ilps.2.

4 Phase 2

The main goal of phase 2 is to see how well each participants’ relevance feedback algorithm performs, by running them on a set of 8 baseline runs (constructed in phase 1). Using each of the baseline runs and the relevance assessments, we need to identify new relevant documents. Participants were allowed to submit only one run and we suffice by reporting on our approach and its results. Comparing it to other approaches remains a topic for future work.

The leftmost columns of Table 2 lists the baseline runs that we were assigned, and the number of retrieved documents and the number of relevant documents in each run. As can be observed from this table, the information available from just the relevant documents is limited (the best run has 44% of its returned documents judged relevant). We believe that making our feedback approach dependent solely on these few documents is not a good idea and we feel we need to incorporate the non-relevant information as well to obtain the best relevance feedback results.

The general goal of a relevance feedback algorithm is to extract terms from relevant documents that distinguish them from other, non-relevant documents. One way of approaching this would be to use the non-relevant documents as a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>runID</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ilps.1</td>
<td>0.8281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilps.2</td>
<td>0.2885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of our submitted runs in phase 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>runID</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>IlpsRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retrieved</td>
<td>relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUT.1</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sab.1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WatS.1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fub.1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilps.1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilps.2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twen.1</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twen.2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Main results of our system for phase 2. The second and third column indicate the number of retrieved documents and the number of relevant documents for each of the baseline runs assigned to us. The rightmost columns contain the resulting performance of applying our feedback algorithm. Significance is tested using the Wilcoxon signed rank test against the run without any relevance feedback information (last row). We indicate significant increases (or drops) for $p < .01$ using ▲ (and ▼) and for $p < .05$ using △ (and ▽).

4 Phase 2

The main goal of phase 2 is to see how well each participants’ relevance feedback algorithm performs, by running them on a set of 8 baseline runs (constructed in phase 1). Using each of the baseline runs and the relevance assessments, we need to identify new relevant documents. Participants were allowed to submit only one run and we suffice by reporting on our approach and its results. Comparing it to other approaches remains a topic for future work.

The leftmost columns of Table 2 lists the baseline runs that we were assigned, and the number of retrieved documents and the number of relevant documents in each run. As can be observed from this table, the information available from just the relevant documents is limited (the best run has 44% of its returned documents judged relevant). We believe that making our feedback approach dependent solely on these few documents is not a good idea and we feel we need to incorporate the non-relevant information as well to obtain the best relevance feedback results.

The general goal of a relevance feedback algorithm is to extract terms from relevant documents that distinguish them from other, non-relevant documents. One way of approaching this would be to use the non-relevant documents as a
language model against which to compare the relevant documents (Meij et al., 2008). From this comparison one could, for example, extract terms that distinguish between the relevant and non-relevant documents. Even though this is a valid approach, we feel that in the current situation this approach might not work optimally: first, the total number of judged documents is very limited (maximum of 5 documents per topic), which makes it hard to put confidence in comparing the two sets. Second, for a significant portion of the topics we have neither relevant nor non-relevant documents, and for these cases this approach would not work at all.

4.1 Approach

Building on the observations above, we arrive at the following wish list. First, a sensible approach to feedback should make use of each individual judged document as much as possible. Second, the approach should be able to handle cases in which no relevant or no non-relevant documents are known. Finally, as mentioned before, the approach should take non-relevance into account and not depend on relevant documents only. Based on these requirements we take a four-step relevance feedback approach:

1. Extract key terms from each individual document.
2. Use the extracted terms as queries.
3. Combine the result lists from step 2 in two rankings: a relevant and a non-relevant one.
4. Combine both rankings from step 3 into a final ranking.

Below we elaborate on these steps.

4.1.1 Extract key terms and run as queries

We compare each judged document to a background collection and identify key terms that distinguish this document. As background collection we take the full collection and we select only terms that occur at least four times in the document (to avoid selecting infrequent terms and typos). The weights of the resulting terms are normalized, leaving us with a weighted representation (or “query”) for each document. We use this query to retrieve a set of new documents. We now have, for each judged document, a ranked list of documents which are highly similar. Examples of two queries, one relevant and one non-relevant, are displayed without their weights in Table 3. Additionally, we create a baseline ranking based on the original query terms.

4.1.2 Construct relevant and non-relevant rankings

We then combine the ranked lists from the previous step into two separate rankings: one for the relevant documents and one for the non-relevant documents. We do so by normalizing the retrieval scores for each topic and ranking using min-max normalization (Lee, 1995) and use CombMNZ (Fox and Shaw, 1994) to combine the relevant rankings into one, and the non-relevant rankings into one. We are now left with two new rankings, one being a ranking of relevant documents and the other a ranking of non-relevant documents.

4.1.3 Construct final ranking

The final ranking is then constructed from the relevant and non-relevant rankings: we simply subtract the non-relevant score for each document from its relevant score. The idea behind this step is that a document that is ranked high for many relevant documents, but is hardly ever returned for non-relevant documents, receives a high final score. Documents that are mixed, i.e., showing up in both rankings, would get ranked below these documents, and documents that are ranked high in the non-relevant ranking and are nowhere to be found in relevant rankings, drop all the way to the bottom.

The approach described above fulfills our requirements in that it (i) takes full advantage of each individual document, (ii) can handle cases where no relevant or no non-relevant information is available, and (iii) takes non-relevance into account.

4.2 Results

Table 2 shows the result of applying our relevance feedback algorithm to our assigned input rankings from phase 1. From this table we observe that there seems to be a correlation between the number of relevant documents in the phase 1 ranking and the resulting, final performance. The last row of the table indicates the performance of our system without any relevance feedback information. We note that using relevance feedback information helps in all cases but one. Further, the improvement of applying our relevance feedback algorithm is significant for early precision in most cases. Finally, we observe that the absolute MAP values are quite low.

5 Conclusion

We have presented our approaches to the two phases of this year’s TREC relevance feedback track. For phase 1 we found that an approach based on diversity outperforms a standard approach based on pseudo relevance feedback. As to phase 2, we have found that our proposed approach helps
most when there are sufficiently many relevant documents in
the initial ranking.
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